


1 The eormtlfiitdon of'the United
States gi:res the governrment the
pffMer to rmake eofur. monry. The first"
eofurc xninted, otr made, srere eclpper
eents" trn 1793 the National R{tult
mrade X.tr,X7E eopper eents. tsefore
the Umlted States starbed makirrng
trts oum eoills, they $rere rurad,e in
other eburilLries.

z trt takes six steps to make eoins"
Ffu'st, a big sheet of me'taX is put
through a nraehiLne that. puttLches
holes fu the naetaX" The holes or
dlses that. ar"e prlnehed ol-rt. are
eanned btranks. In the next" step, the
bnanks an'e heated to rrlake the r'm.etal
soften This nrakes it easier to press
the symbons and wonds intei them.
Then the blanks are washed and
dried. nn the thirdl step, the blanks
are upset" Poor bnanks! No, what
thtrs reaily lneans is that they are
put through an upsetting rnill" This
is what puts a rimr on the edge of
the eotrrrs. Fourth, the blanks are
starmped. Thls is when the pictures
and words are put on thern. Then
sofire of'the eoins are inspected.
People at the trVIht take out. sorne of
the eoins. They Iook at thern closely
to make sure they are atrI right.
F'lnally, the eoins are eounted by
a rnaehir-re and put in trarge bags.
These bags are sent to special
federal banks. These banks then
send the eoins to your bank.

s There are four lVlints in the United
States. Ordy two of these, Denver
and Philadelphia, rnake the coins
yolr use every day. Elach"year these
Mints make billions of coins. They
make more pennies tltar, any other
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kind of- co,in. A aoin Xasts abollt
thirty years. When a coin wears otlt,
the rnLetaX is rnetrted, and used again"

+ Every coiinL has two sides. The side
\ rith the face is eanled the obverse.
Yorir prob,ably eaIl this heads. The
back sidie is ca1led the reverse. Yotl
piobably calll this tains. Our eoir'm
are sotrid discs. At one llirtrle,
however, the goverrrr,nent thought
about making coins with holes tur
the middlie.

s Some coins have ridges or,l the
edge. These are called reeds. Pennies
and nickels do not have reeds, but
altr other coins do. The reeds rnake
it harder for people to rnake fake
coins. They also help people feel
the difference befixreen coins.
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A Choose the best ending for each
sentence. Write a, b, ot c.

1 This story is mostly about
a pennies made in the United

States.
b coins made by the United

States Mints.
c what is on a coin.

2 lf there are four Mints in the
United States and only two make
the coins that you use every day,
that means the other two Mints
a make special coins.
b don't make anything.
c are out of business.

3 AII coins are alike because they
a have an obverse and

reverse side.
b are made of copper.
c were first made in 1793.
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Pennies and nickels are different
from other coins because they
a are not made of metal.
b are not made at the Mint.
c do not have reeds.

Without reeds on the edge of a
dime, it would
a feel the same as a penny.
b feel the same as a quarter.
c not be worth ten cents.

Often you can find out the meaning
of a word by seeing how it is used in
a story. The other words in the story
give you clues.

Find the word in the story that best
fits each meaning. (A paragraph
number tells you where to look.)
Write the word.

1

2
made a coin (1)
smooth discs that will be made
into coins (2)
pictures of things (2)
machine that puts rims on
coins (2)
looked at very closely (2)
the side of a coin with the face;
heads (4)
the back side of a coin; tails (4)
lines on the outside edge of
coins (5)

3
4

5
6

7
8
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C Homographs are two (or more)
words that are spelled the same but
have different meanings and origins.
A word's meaning will depend on
how it is used.

My dad is a football fan.
He keeps cool with an electric fan.

Look at each word in bold type.
Note the paragraph number. Look

.J I
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D Most words add an s to mean more
than one.

toin 
- 

coins

But sometimes words change their
spelling to mean more than one.

one wolf ------> two wolves
one man ------> two men

Read each sentence. Which of the
two words in ( ) fits in the sentence?
Write the word.

1 Only two (woman, women) have
ever been shown on U.S. coins.

2 (Child, Children) learn to count
coins in school.

3 The one (man, men) used a
magnifying glass to look at the
coin closely.

4 Coins are made in a special kind
of (factory, factories).

5 There are more (penny, pennies)
made than any other coin.

back at the paragraph. Which
meaning does the word have there?
Write a or b.

I bank (2)
a a place to keep money
b the ground along a creek

or river

10 kind (3)
a friendly, helpful
b same class or type

Read each sentence below. lf the
sentence is only about how coins
were made in the past, write past.lt
it is only about how coins are made
now, write present.lf it is about
both, write bofh.

6 Coin-making machines were
powered by horses.

7 The U.S. Mint made pennies.
8 Coins are counted by machines.
9 Coins are made one at a time.

10 Coins are made by the United
States government.
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